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3 Our perspective

Is performance-based Planning “delivering the goods” for Victorians?

The current performance-based approach to Planning Schemes seems not “fit-for-purpose” in

our experience.

Particularly in inner-urban areas , planning is the politics of contested space.1

Performance-based in effect means discretion and uncertainty

A planning system that allows heavy use of discretion gives rise to a planning applicant

more-or-less needing to “spin the wheel” at VCAT in order to be certain they’ve gained the

maximum potential return for their investment in the land and the planning process.

The development applications for any non-trivial site will tend to be large, complex and have an

impact beyond the boundaries of the property.

This almost invariably leads to ordinary residents, with no legal training or knowledge of

planning, being dragged into a bewildering legalistic process at VCAT.  If a government were to

design a system intended to traumatise residents - this would be a good way to go about it.

Mechanisms to increase certainty and the benefits thereof

There are mechanisms in planning which reduce discretion and increase certainty - particularly

DDOs (Development and Design Overlays) , and particularly where there are mandatory2

provisions addressing important aspects of built form such as heights, setbacks and building

envelopes.

Our experience is that greater certainty of this kind leads to:

● Less land-banking (as the value of the land for development is clearer - no point in

waiting longer or “trying it on” at VCAT)

● Less “flipping” of sites, and more actual construction (corollary of the above)

2 And to a lesser extent DPOs (Development Plan Overlays).  Some recent DPOs have also incorporated
mandatory provisions; notably Moreland Am C170 - Gronn Place Housing Estate Redevelopment.

1 But indeed any heavily contested areas - such as some coastal areas..
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● Less time spent at VCAT (even if there is a case its scope is smaller, as there is less

ground for dispute)

● Easier decision-making for council (because the “rules” are clearer)

● Less angst for residents and local businesses (as the development expectations are

already defined in advance)

Does discretion and uncertainty build anything (other than legal/consultant fees)?

We understand that change is necessary.  However, the current planning settings mean that any

development application not explicitly proscribed by the Planning Scheme must be considered

and potentially approved .3

That means that any “Rip Van Winkle” councils caught napping on introduction of planning

controls risk being dragged into one VCAT case after another - along with the neighbouring4

residents.

Nor does the lack of controls lead to construction - rather it leads to speculation.  In the series

of VCAT matters we’ve been involved in, a planning permit issued to the applicant in all cases.

In the intervening years, none of those sites has been built - though a number have been

“flipped”.

“Flipping” is particularly insidious, as each successive purchaser of the site needs to extract

more from the site to cover the profit margin of the previous one .5

VCAT is the wrong setting for deciding planning policy

In the absence of clear rules-based planning policy, the discretions end up being resolved at

VCAT.

Returning to the traumatisation of residents at VCAT, it must be remembered that VCAT is part

of Courts Victoria.  While it was meant to be “approachable justice”, it is run out of Courts

Victoria, by lawyers, presided over by lawyers, and in the major cases involving

inner-metropolitan developments the residents will find themselves opposed to a phalanx of the

highest-paid experts and QCs that the developer can muster.

5 Not to mention also covering government fees and charges, legals, etc.
4 And planning controls are fabulously expensive things to develop, it must be said..
3 As the current test is “not unacceptable” in terms of the Planning Scheme.
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The real lesson of the “Castle” wasn’t so much that the “little guy” can win - it’s that he won’t

win unless he flukes a retired QC working pro-bono on his behalf .  That doesn’t happen.6

The real resident experience at VCAT is that it’s a lawyer’s picnic, and the residents are left

feeling like the flies at it .7

Even organised residents groups find that it costs in excess of $50K to put up a decent showing

in a major case.  Some residents and residents groups find themselves battling cases one after

the other and sometimes simultaneously - we know one group facing 3 VCAT cases right now!

For “mums and dads” it’s just an impossible ask.  Traumatised is the only adequate word, in our

experience of the usual impact on ordinary people.

Large change shouldn’t occur without clear - preferably mandatory - planning rules in place

We understand that change is needed in areas close to transport and jobs.  However, members

of the community - residents, traders, landowners, and also developers - should all have an

opportunity to “have their say” on what that change looks like.

The appropriate setting for that is a Planning Amendment process that leads to a set of

planning controls for the precinct undergoing change.  A Planning Amendment requires expert

strategic work to be undertaken, with community consultation and the opportunity for all

interested parties to make submissions to, and be heard by, Panels Victoria .8

That sometimes happens - but not always.  That’s because the default planning settings are

more-or-less that everything not expressly prohibited is permitted - or at least arguable as

permitted.

If the default planning settings were instead altered so that large changes in built form or

neighbourhood character are not able to occur without a suitable Planning Amendment and

planning controls, then the onus would be on councils wishing to benefit from development, and

8 A Panels Hearing is a planning - rather than legal - setting, more approachable and less confronting to
community members in our experience.

7 And although VCAT members often try to make VCAT more “user-friendly”, it’s nigh impossible to fully
compensate for the reality that a legal system favours legal practitioners.

6 And in a planning case, unless Daryll Kerrigan had also fluked an army of experts willing to work
pro-bono, he’d surely have lost..
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for applicants alike, to ensure that a timely and productive planning amendment process

takes place.

In the recent Yarra Am C269 Panel hearing we participated in, the Panel members

recommended exactly that kind of change to Yarra’s planning scheme - to confine large changes

in built-form and neighbourhood character to those areas identified as appropriate for such

change through a proper and public planning scheme amendment process.  This seems only fair

and reasonable to all interested parties - community members, traders, landowners and

developers.

Deja vu all over again?

The above is our suggestion for removing some of the uncertainty from planning in the areas

where it levies the greatest costs, inefficiencies and heartache on the community.  It would be

remiss not to point out that the efficiency of planning is a much-examined issue in Victoria.  The

Victorian Auditor General’s Office has reported on the system in 2008 and again in 2017:

https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/managing-victorias-planning-system-land-use-and-develop

ment

And yet we keep returning to the well.  We bring that earlier work to your attention because it

says some useful things, but also because the fact we keep circling this issue indicates there

may be deeper-rooted structural issues - i.e. such as the performance-based nature of the

scheme and the way that opens the door to speculation and legal challenge.

We’re happy to discuss any of these matters further with the committee should we be called

upon to do so.

Yours sincerely,

Glen McCallum (on behalf of the PFN Committee)
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President - Protect Fitzroy North
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